
Camera and warm clothing (hats and 
gloves) as it will get chilly in the evening, 
as well as snacks and a drink. Brollies are
forbidden but you can take a poncho and 
if you haven’t got one, you can buy one 
         at the venue. 
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Our British weather 
can be temperamental 
at the best of times but 
hopefully when you visit it 
will be a glorious summers 
evening. Even so, warm clothing and a 
travel rug are the order of the day as well travel rug are the order of the day as well 
as comfortable shoes!

This event attracts an audience 
of 217,000 people each year so 
don’t spoil the enjoyment of 
others - switch your mobile off 
and refrain from talking when you 
shouldn’t be! 

                                   Shop till you
        drop in Princes Street, 
enjoy street entertainment 
along The Royal Mile or hop on 
a sightseeing bus for a 
whistle-stop tour of all the 
main sights such as main sights such as 
Holyroodhouse, Jenners 
Department Store as well as 
the Old and New town. Don’t 
forget to have a photo with 
Braveheart!
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The extended fireworks display 
on Saturdays (selected dates), the 
Lone Piper playing on the Castle 
Ramparts, massed pipes & 
drums from the 
Scottish regiments 
as well as the as well as the 
popular Top 
Secret Swiss 
Drum Corps.

Doors open 45 minutes before and spectators 
are advised to be seated 15 minutes 
before it all begins. Personal 
belongings and baggage will be 
subject to a search. The event 
lasts for approx.1.5 hours.

                                 There is only one 
                                 queue and that 
                               starts at Johnston 
                              Terrace, round the 
                  hub to the Castle. If you are
making your own way follow 
         instructions given by the local          instructions given by the local 
   police and security staff who will 
make sure you get into the Tattoo 
safely and on time. 

                  A short walk of 80 metres up a 
steep incline along an old cobbled path to 
the Esplanade. Once in the venue it’s a 
further 60 metre walk followed by a dozen 
or so steps to get to the front rows of 
spectator stands. 

                   Yes. There are disabled toilet facilities 
           located on the Esplanade. Wheelchair spaces 
are located at the front of Sections 1-5 and 
12-17 as well as at the top of Section 10.

top tip
Be sure pay a trip to the toilet 
before it starts as the queues 
can be notoriously long. 
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